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It’s no secret I remained adverse 
to release shooting long after a 
vast majority of bowhunters took 

to it in droves. Like Chuck Adams, I’ve 
remained perfectly content relying 
on God-given � ngers to launch my 
arrows. I prefer the utter control of the 
string and arrow which � nger shoot-
ing allows. I like the more intuitive 
manner of grabbing the string blindly 
when pressed for time and I like being 
free of yet one more mechanical device 
set between me and my bow. For all 
practical purposes (with some decided 
exceptions), I’ve always shot as well 
with � ngers as with a release.   

But this isn’t an argument about 
releases versus � ngers (a losing propo-
sition today anyhow) and this certainly 
isn’t meant to say I don’t shoot releases 
at all. Far from it. I shoot releases all the 
time now, especially in extreme cold. 
Longer axle-to-axle compound models 
(in the neighborhood of 40 inches), the 
type that make shooting � ngers most 
comfortable and pro� table, are becom-
ing rarer with each passing season. 
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� e short-bow craze – which, for the 
record, I’m not a big fan of even in 
direct regards to release shooting – has 
forced me to accept the fact that releas-
es will become a permanent part of my 
bowhunting future.   

In the interests of o� ering informed 
viewpoints, because I’m insatiably 
curious by nature and never quite sat-
is� ed I can’t � nd a better way, I’ve sam-
pled every conceivable approach to 
standard index-� nger release shooting 
without developing a real preference. 
� ough I have concluded calipers are 
best suited to serving-direct hookup, 
while open-jaw/claw-style releases 
work best with string loops. I shot well 
enough with a wide variety of options 
but one constant remained unavoid-
able: index-� nger releases ultimately 
promote trigger punching.   

I understand why index-� nger 
releases remain so popular. � ey’re 
ergonomically intuitive, closely mir-
roring the � rearms triggers most of 
us started shooting when young and 
many continue to use today. � ey also 
remain attached to the wrist while 
bowhunting, making them more dif-
� cult to misplace. But it’s also true 
that just as the correct, slow and even 
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trigger pull and surprise detonation of 
a � rearm is relatively rare with even 
highly-experienced ri� emen, the ideal 
surprise bow release while using an 
index-� nger release may be even rarer. 
It’s the nature of the beast. � ankfully, 
much of the anticipation of trigger-
ing an index-� nger release correctly 
is easily alleviated by shortening the 
connection shank until the release jaws 
intersect the � nger bases of a relaxed, 
open hand. Under pressure, this allows 
squeezing of the trigger with the mid-
dle pad of the index � nger instead of 
the overly-sensitive tip, also allowing 
squeezing with all four � ngers as a unit 
for added control. 

But still, there is a better way…   
Since adopting T-handle releases, 

my trigger-punching problems auto-
matically dropped away. � is is a direct 
function of T-handle models being trig-
gered by a thumb (I seem to recall at 
least one triggered with a pinkie � nger, 
from Jim Fletcher, I believe - since dis-
continued - and another from Carter 
activated by a middle � nger; see Ember 
below). � umb triggering is so ergo-
nomically natural, there’s little thought 
involved, even if you’ve never touched 
one. � is allows concentration wholly 
on aiming, letting the release happen 
all by itself. 

Here’s what this looks like in prac-
tice: draw to anchor. Lock into proper 
shooting form. Concentrate on the spot 
while allowing the proper pin to � oat 
and naturally � nd the center. Slowly 
wrap the thumb around the trigger 
barrel or post. Slowly employ strong 
back muscles to lever shoulder blades 
together while pulling into the bow’s 
draw stops. And the cut-away just hap-
pens.   

� ere’s no slapping or snatch-
ing possible with thumb triggers – 
not in the real sense. Your thumb’s 
normally braced against your face or 
jaw as a function of anchoring, giv-
ing it yet more stability. Instead of an 
index � nger poised in midair like a 
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Jim Fletcher Archery’s Over-Center 
Linkage System allows a precise but simple 
trigger mechanism that gives customers 
a silky-smooth cut-away in an a� ordable 
T-handle model, the Jimi T. It’s shown here 
with a knurled Thumb Thimble.
T-handle model, the Jimi T. It’s shown here Here’ s a Jimi T with the smaller Thumb 

Knob.
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coiled viper, waiting for the mental 
command to strike.  Now, even when 
executed consciously, or urgently, the 
thumb’s physically inclined to squeeze 
and not punch. In my experience, 
T-handle designs generally provide 
cleaner, crisper cut-aways free of trig-
ger creep, tension build-up or travel 
that all make it easier to anticipate 
an index-� nger release cut-away. With 
T-handles, there’s pressure against 
the sear mechanism (typically micro 
adjustable) and there’s clean activa-
tion, nothing in between. Top-notch 
precision also creates the T-handle’s 
only drawback; they normally cost 
more than the average index-� nger 
release – most in the neighborhood of 
$200 plus, though there are certainly 
quality sub-$100 exceptions from larg-
er manufacturers such as Jim Fletcher, 
Tru-Fire and T.R.U. Ball. Still, in the 
highest price-point class, what you’re 
selling is increased accuracy and more 
con� dent shooting.    

In general (after a bit of 
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In general (after a bit of 

familiarization), I also found compact 
T-handles allow me to hook up more 
quickly, whether snapping it directly 
onto the serving below an elimina-
tor button (with something like Jim 
Fletcher’s Jimi T or T.R.U. Ball’s Max Pro 
4; see below) or feeling it onto a string 
loop via hook design (like Tru-Fire’s 
new Hardcore 4 Finger; more below) 
or a locking, wrap-around jaw (like Hot 
Shot’s Eclipse; more below). In direct 
regards to the increasing popularity 
of the string loop, a cocking/locking 
wrap-around jaw or a spring-loaded 
caliper, like those found on Hot Shot’s 
Eclipse or Fletcher Jimi T, respectively 
(models I use as examples because 
I used them extensively last season), 
allows customers to clip a release onto 
the loop and leave it hanging ready for 
quick grab-and-draw shooting while 
occupying treestands or during those 
� nal, tense moments of a stalk when 
bowhunters should be paying attention 
to where their feet are being placed 
instead of the release being hooked up.   
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Also, a T-handle carried loosely 
(but safely), say, in a belt pouch along-
side a range� nder or in the zippered 
Napoleon pocket of a hunting jacket 
(my approach, adopted after years of 
shooting � nger tabs), on a wrist teth-
er but tucked into an elastic sleeve 
cu�  (another approach I use regularly) 
or even on a longer cord loop hung 
around the neck, leaves hands unen-
cumbered for tasks such as climbing 
into a treestand (without game-spook-
ing metallic clangs often caused by 
wrist-mounted index-� nger releases), 
nocking an arrow or digging in a day-
pack.   

I once regarded T-handle releases 
as tools of the dedicated paper puncher 
or foam-head but after two seasons 
shooting only such release designs, I’m 
completely sold. � ey’ve made me a 
consistently better shooter by allowing 
me to concentrate on aiming instead of 
trigger control, � tting seamlessly into 
my style of bowhunting and perhaps 
most importantly, having all but elimi-
nated annoying target-panic symptoms 
that those index-� nger releases only 
seemed to exaggerate for me.                                    

Of course, my initial perceptions of 
T-handle releases as exclusive territory 
of target shooters isn’t entirely o�  base, 
because for years, they certainly were 
just that, which should tell you some-
thing of their inherent accuracy poten-
tial. But more recently, manufacturers 
have retooled many of their T-handle 
o� erings to be more bowhunter-friend-
ly. To follow is a sampling of some of 
the newest and hottest bowhunting-
friendly T-handles on the market today.   

Carter Enterprises (www.carter-
enterprises.com; 208-624-3467)    

As far as I can determine, Carter 
o� ers the widest array of hand-held, 
T-handled releases around – though 
classic lines are often blurred in some 
of Carter’s more unique designs. From 
my count, I tally some 17-plus closed-
jaw models and six open-jaw (or hook) 

coiled viper, waiting for the mental coiled viper, waiting for the mental familiarization), I also found compact familiarization), I also found compact familiarization), I also found compact 

trigger control, � tting seamlessly into trigger control, � tting seamlessly into 

 While this Idaho whitetail’s antlers aren’t big, the challenge in putting a tag on him 
was. Author Meitin used a Jim Fletcher Jimi T hooked directly to the serving to make the 
di�  cult shot in nasty cold weather.

By Patrick Meitin
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models in the hand-held, thumb-trig-
ger lineup alone; all models Carter said 
are most compatible with D-loops. 
Carter has been designing and manu-
facturing some of the industry’s most 
precise releases for nearly a quarter 
century, building a solid reputation on 
releases that practically sell themselves 
by simply allowing customers to han-
dle them. Owner Jerry Carter said he 
designs such a wide variety so every 
archer can � nd a release suiting indi-
vidual hand or shooting styles. Carter 
said, “We want you to be able to say, 
‘� is release must have been made just 
for me.’”      

Because of the huge array available, 
I’ll sample just a few models here in 
the interests of space: three closed-jaw 
and two open options. Carter closed-
jaw designs are perfect for sedentary 
bowhunters, allowing them to lock the 
release on a string loop and leave it 
dangling and ready for action. Open-
jaw models might be best for bowhunt-
ers on the move, allowing them to feel 
the hook onto the string loop without 
taking eyes o�  the action.    

� e Too Simple is Carter’s latest 
thumb-activated model, combining 
the top features of two of its best sell-
ing models. � e frame is based on the 
hugely-successful Simple 1 release, 
now featuring Carter’s unique “double 
sear” triggering system, which makes 
for the � nest travel adjustment Carter 
has yet produced. New setscrew ten-
sion adjustment allows for ultra-micro 
adjustable trigger tension; the newly-
improved, self-closing jaw provides 
trouble-free loading with just a push 
of the cocking button. Like the Simple 
1, the newer Too Simple o� ers an 
extremely comfortable handle but in 
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two, three or four � nger handle con-
� gurations, all anodized a lustrous red. 
� e Adjusto Trigger barrel, standard on 
all Carter thumb-trigger models, allows 
a high degree of adjustment for pitch 
and distance.    

� e Plain 1 certainly isn’t plain to 
my eye, a stylish four � nger thumb trig-
ger including an enclosed index-� nger 
ring to provide a greater feel of security 
after cut-away. � e Plain 1 cocks and 
closes the single jaw in one smooth, 
easy motion, allowing for instant load-
ing on any string loop. Carter’s proven 
sear design provides an exceptionally 
smooth and crisp trigger for uncom-
promising accuracy. � e Plain 1 also 
features a shorter head, giving short-
draw shooters a 1/2-inch gain in power 
stroke and a bowhunting-friendly, 
quiet shot. It’s anodized a lustrous blue.   

While both the Too Simple and 
Plain 1 include what I would describe 
as a “pin-gated slot,” the Chocolate Lite 
includes a wrap-around, “half-moon” 
single jaw capturing the string loop 
against a body protrusion. � e brown-
anodized Chocolate Lite is a straight-
bodied four � nger combining many 
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revolutionary Carter innovations into 
a single model, including an auto-clos-
ing jaw perfect for bowhunters and the 
“low-pitch” handle that is perfect for 
medium to larger hands or while wear-
ing gloves. Trigger travel and tension 
are micro adjustable and the Adjusto 
Trigger barrel can be positioned as 
desired for maximum comfort and 
accuracy enhancement.   

� e Whisper is available in large 
and small models, with Jerry Carter 
touting this as the quietest hand-held 
release he’s ever designed. Four strate-
gically-placed O-rings silence the sear 
mechanisms without sacri� cing preci-
sion or accuracy. � e newly positioned 
open hook loads quickly and silently 
on any style of D-loop, opening away 
from the face to minimize string and 
loop contact with bowhunters wear-
ing camou� aging facemasks or beards. 
� e Whisper produces a shorter gap 
between the string loop and release 
hand, giving short-draw archers an 
extra 1/2-inch of power stroke without 
altering the established anchor point. 
� e new Magnetic Adjustment Tension 
System (M.A.T.S.) makes changing trig-
ger tension faster and simpler. Like the 
Plain 1, the Whisper includes a sur-
rounding index-� nger ring plus wrap-
around third-� nger sculpting. � e 
red-anodized release includes a cord 
loop milled into the bottom corner for 
attaching wrist or neck cords to help 
avoid loss.    

The open-hook Ember series 
includes two models, with Ember I 
including a hook facing into the shoot-
er’s face and Ember II positioning the 
hook away from the face. � ese releas-
es are versatile enough to appeal to the 
serious target shooter or bowhunter, 

revolutionary Carter innovations into revolutionary Carter innovations into 

Carter’s Chocolate Addiction includes a 
wrap-around, auto-locking single jaw per-
fect for quick hookup to string loops. 

by simply allowing customers to han-
dle them. Owner Jerry Carter said he 
designs such a wide variety so every 
archer can � nd a release suiting indi-
vidual hand or shooting styles. Carter 
said, “We want you to be able to say, 
‘� is release must have been made just ‘� is release must have been made just 

The Too Simple is Carter’s newest 
T-handle model: a two, three or four � n-
ger model o� ering smoother double sear 
action and closed-jaw design, allowing 
you to hook up to a string loop and leave 
the release in place.
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The Whisper from Carter gets its name 
from the internal O-rings and magnetic-
controlled triggering that make this the 
company’s quietest release. It includes 
open-jaw design and index-� nger ring 
design.

includes two models, with Ember I 
including a hook facing into the shoot-
er’s face and Ember II positioning the 
hook away from the face. � ese releas-
es are versatile enough to appeal to the 
serious target shooter or bowhunter, 

The four � nger Plain 1 from Carter 
includes a distinctive index-� nger ring for 
more control after the shot during pull-
through shooting. The open-jaw design 
o� ers fast loading with string loops.

Heater Body Suit 2013 Arrow Trader FP 4C Bleed

Using the science of O3 technology, the NEW 
Heater Body Suit O3 Series KILLS odors within 
the suit, while the proven performance of the 
300-gram 3M Thinsulate Ultra Insulation  
provides all-day warmth — GUARANTEED!
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source through the power 
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Ozone generator 
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including one of the fastest-loading 
designs in its class. Both I and II include 
a handle 1/2-inch shorter than previ-
ous models, enabling shooters to adopt 
a slightly longer draw length while 
gaining up to 5 fps in arrow speed. Both 
automatically re-cock the hook after � r-
ing and include the newest generation 
of Carter’s Interchangeable Tension 
System (I.T.S.) for quick and easy spring 
change. � e modular-design handle 
allows these releases to be used as two, 
three or four � nger releases by adding 
or removing bottom extension pieces. 
� ere is a hole for attaching a tethering 
cord. � e � umb Shoe trigger provides 
a stable base that’s highly adjustable 
for attitude. Also new, the Ember can 
be shot as a reversible ring-� nger-trig-
ger release, a sure way to eliminate 
debilitating trigger-punching habits.   

All models discussed retail for 
about $218. � ese are but a handful 
of thumb-trigger models o� ered by 
Carter Enterprises. To review the entire 
lineup, take time to peruse the com-
pany’s extensive web site.

Copper John’s  
Stanislawski Archery Products

(www.copperjohn.com; 315-258-9269)   
Stanislawski Archery Products 

started business back in the 1970s, after 
Mel Stanislawski developed the indus-
try’s � rst target-shooting back-tension 
releases more than 40 years ago. More 
recently, Stanislawski (or “Stan,” as it’s 
more commonly called today) was pur-
chased by bow sight expert Copper 
John. Stan is still largely about back-
tension designs, with only two of 13 
Stan products suited to bowhunting; 
these are represented by the SX2 and 
Shooto� ! models (MSRP $186 each).   

Technology allows switching from tar-
get back-tension to thumb-activated 
T-handle releases while enjoying the 
same � t and feel. (� is is something 
Larry Wise heartily recommends; regu-
lar practice with back tension releases 
to improve and maintain good shoot-
ing form.)  � e SX-2 includes a locking 
single jaw – activated by a thumb-cock-
ing button which is perfect for attach-
ing to a D-loop or string-loop, triggered 
by Stan’s MPT2 Knob, a second-gener-
ation Multi-Position � umb knob with 
a nearly in� nite number of positions 
for tilt, projection and angle, includ-
ing a swiveling/locking knurled barrel 
that can be adjusted at various angles 
outside the release-body plane for a 
more natural feel. � e ergonomic han-
dle includes wrap-around index � nger 
sculpting for a positive grip without 
discomfort after prolonged shooting. 
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ing form.)  � e SX-2 includes a locking 
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ing button which is perfect for attach-
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more natural feel. � e ergonomic han-
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discomfort after prolonged shooting. 

Central to these release models’ 
super-smooth action and extreme 
accuracy are new “silkpath” sears, 
milled from enhanced 440C stainless 
steel treated to Rockwell 60 hardness 
and polished using a proprietary pro-
cess. Top-grade materials and careful 
engineering promise to provide years 
of service without worry of failure. A 
unique internal parts � tting system 
inside the milled-aluminum housing 
o� ers extreme repeatability, a wide 
range of adjustment and a crisp, no-
travel feel.    

� e SX-2 is o� ered in three � nger 
Trio and four � nger Quattro models, 
each o� ering a huge, micro-adjustable 
window of trigger travel and tension 
settings wider than most T-handles in 
this class, all accomplished without 
changing springs. All Stan releases are 
o� ered in medium or large sizes for 
a greater range of comfort for vari-
ous shooters. ErgoFit Cross Training 

three or four � nger releases by adding 
or removing bottom extension pieces. 
� ere is a hole for attaching a tethering 
cord. � e � umb Shoe trigger provides 
a stable base that’s highly adjustable 
for attitude. Also new, the Ember can for attitude. Also new, the Ember can 
be shot as a reversible ring-� nger-trig-

Carter’s Ember I and II are open-jaw 
designs perfect for faster string-loop 
hookup. The two models include jaws 
opening toward or away from the face, to 
� t the customer’s desires.

Central to these release models’ Central to these release models’ 

Stanislawski’s SX2 includes a super-pre-
cise and ultra-smooth “silkpath” sear sys-
tem and a straight-handle con� guration 
many bowhunters prefer while shooting 
with gloves. It’s o� ered in three (Trio) and 
four � nger (Quattro) models.

16

The Stanislawski Shooto� ! “silkpath” sear o� ers one of the crispest releases in the business and a swept-back handle often preferred 
by serious shooters seeking improved ergonomics. It is o� ered in two (Deuce), three (Trio) and four � nger (Quattro) versions and in 
medium and large frames.
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� ese models have a silver � nish.   
� e Shootout! includes all of these 

features but is o� ered in a blue-anod-
ized � nish and includes a more aggres-
sive rearward arch in the handle that 
some shooters � nd more ergonomical-
ly pleasing. Look for Shootout! models 
in two � nger Deuce, three � nger Trio 
and four � nger Quattro models.                     

Hot Shot Manufacturing (www.
hotshotmanufacturing.com; 800-551-
3076)   

Hot Shot represents one of the orig-
inals in T-handle designs; in business 
since 1975 or more than 30 years ago in 
the release arena, the company’s red-
painted models are some of the very 
� rst I remember bowhunters using way 
back in the dark ages of the 1980s. In 
2008, Hot Shot was purchased by David 
White of Corolla Capital Management, 
introducing a much-needed infusion of 
fresh R&D engineering to bring the Hot 
Shot product line into the 21st Century. 
� e result has been some of the most 
advanced bowhunting T-handles (and 
index-� nger caliper designs) in the 
industry today.   

I � rst handled Hot Shot’s Eclipse 
T-Handle Release (MSRP $197) at an 
ATA Show and was so impressed with 
its comfortable ergonomics and pre-
cisely-crisp mechanism, I ordered two 
on the spot. Eclipse ergonomics pro-
vide a secure feeling during the draw 
cycle and while squeezing the shot 
and they provide continued comfort 
after prolonged shooting. Hot Shot’s 

feel or shooting style. 
I used the Eclipse on many suc-

cessful bowhunts last season. My only 
nit-pick complaint centers on the 
“hammer-throw” mechanism requir-
ing the second step of clicking the sin-
gle jaw into place even after pushing 
the thumb-cock button. I’m told an 
auto-loading feature is in the works 
for 2013, with prototypes scheduled to 
appear late this spring. 

Hot Shot recently upgraded all 
internal components to improve sear 
interaction, creating smoother, crisper 

� e Shootout! includes all of these 
features but is o� ered in a blue-anod-
ized � nish and includes a more aggres-
sive rearward arch in the handle that 
some shooters � nd more ergonomical-
ly pleasing. Look for Shootout! models 
in two � nger Deuce, three � nger Trio 
and four � nger Quattro models.                     

(www.
hotshotmanufacturing.com; 800-551-

Hot Shot represents one of the orig-
inals in T-handle designs; in business 
since 1975 or more than 30 years ago in 

feel or shooting style. 

cessful bowhunts last season. My only 
nit-pick complaint centers on the 
“hammer-throw” mechanism requir-
ing the second step of clicking the sin-
gle jaw into place even after pushing 
the thumb-cock button. I’m told an 
auto-loading feature is in the works 
for 2013, with prototypes scheduled to 
appear late this spring. 

internal components to improve sear 
interaction, creating smoother, crisper 

exclusive 2-� irds precision-milled 
aluminum case ensures each internal 
part remains secure, eliminating the 
possibility of sear misalignment and 
mis� res after rough treatment. � e 
case is hard-anodized and textured in 
a � at-black � nish for a “special-ops” 
look. It’s o� ered in three or four � nger 
models, each including dual-locking 
screw adjustment for trigger travel and 
tension. A multiple-axis thumb post 
permits nearly unlimited projection, 
tilt and distance attitude. � at lets this 
release conform to any shooter’s ideal 

Hot Shot’s Eclipse, o� ered in three and 
four � nger models, is one of the T-handles 
author Patrick Meitin used extensively 
last season, chosen for its buttery-smooth 
mechanism and crisp cut-away.

Available in these awesome patterns 

Phone: 315.258.9269  -  www.copperjohn.com 

Crack preventing round-
ed reliefs are designed 

into the dovetail jaw 

Nothing Tougher 

Introducing Rut Wrecker 

Every material has its’ strengths and weaknesses; 
designing with that in mind is critical if your goal 
is to be “best in class”.  The Rut Wrecker was 
designed specifically to be made of composite 
material from incorporating Copper John’s proprie-
tary Easy Glide Technology to designing crack 
preventing rounded reliefs into the dovetail jaw 
corners.  Call now to find out what “best in class” 
really means! 
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action, while also employing the com-
pany’s exclusive Titanium-Diamond 
Nitride coating and hardening pro-
cess. � is exclusive process yields parts 
exhibiting 60 percent less friction than 
440 stainless steel without resulting in 
brittleness under extreme loads. In fact, 
the process allows parts to be initially 
milled from softer material, resulting 
in more precise angles and tighter tol-
erances without a� ecting � nal quality. 
� is aerospace hardening process pen-
etrates deep and creates hardness of 
Rockwell 70 or better, resulting in parts 
experiencing zero wear after thousands 
of shots.

� e Stan Potts Signature Series 
(MSRP $197) release continues Hot 
Shot’s long-time association with the 
bowhunting celebrity. Of course, this 
Hot Shot model is a technological 
quantum leap from the models Potts 
started bowhunting with long ago. � e 
Stan Potts Signature is designed to pro-
vide perfect ergonomic � t and unsur-
passed shooting comfort, including 
additional surface area on the handle. 
� e exclusive 2-� irds case design also 
lends rugged dependability during 
abusive treatment, this one anodized 
to a red luster on one side, black on the 
other. � ey are o� ered in three or four 
� nger models with the same precise, 
highly-adjustable trigger travel and 
tension and multiple-axis thump post 
as the Eclipse. � e silky-smooth and 
ultra-crisp internal mechanism and 
single-jaw design feature Hot Shot’s 

bowhunting celebrity. Of course, this 
Hot Shot model is a technological 
quantum leap from the models Potts 
started bowhunting with long ago. � e 
Stan Potts Signature is designed to pro-
vide perfect ergonomic � t and unsur-
passed shooting comfort, including 
additional surface area on the handle. 
� e exclusive 2-� irds case design also 
lends rugged dependability during 
abusive treatment, this one anodized 
to a red luster on one side, black on the 
other. � ey are o� ered in three or four 
� nger models with the same precise, 
highly-adjustable trigger travel and 
tension and multiple-axis thump post 
as the Eclipse. � e silky-smooth and 
ultra-crisp internal mechanism and 
single-jaw design feature Hot Shot’s 

Titanium-Diamond Nitride treatment.
� e Tempest Series (MSRP $197), 

including three and four � nger ver-
sions, is the perfect choice for the 
hybrid archer who enjoys target archery 
as much as bowhunting but doesn’t 
want to switch releases between sea-
sons. � e Tempest essentially mirrors 
the Stan Potts design but is anodized 
to a red luster and does not have the 
Stan Potts signature. Like the Signature 
model, the wrap-around, locking jaw is 
perfect for string loops.                        

Jim Fletcher Archery (www.
� etcherarchery.com; 760-379-2589)   

In business since 1960, Jim 

Titanium-Diamond Nitride treatment.
� e Tempest Series (MSRP $197), 

including three and four � nger ver-
sions, is the perfect choice for the 
hybrid archer who enjoys target archery 
as much as bowhunting but doesn’t 
want to switch releases between sea-
sons. � e Tempest essentially mirrors 
the Stan Potts design but is anodized 
to a red luster and does not have the 
Stan Potts signature. Like the Signature 
model, the wrap-around, locking jaw is 

 (www.

In business since 1960, Jim 

Fletcher Archery has been producing 
quality release aids as long as any-
one in the business, making it one of 
the most respected names in release 
aids. � ese are products solid enough 
to carry a lifetime warranty. Fletcher’s 
Over-Center Linkage System renders 
the release mechanism into an inge-
nious simplicity free of extraneous 
parts, preventing untimely wear and 
promising a lifetime of foolproof use 
with torque-free geometry. � e system 
also o� ers a super-smooth cut-away 
with crisp action and zero trigger travel 
during activation. 

Fletcher’s Jimi T (MSRP $87) is 
a three � nger design with wide, 

Rockwell 70 or better, resulting in parts 
experiencing zero wear after thousands 

� e Stan Potts Signature Series 
(MSRP $197) release continues Hot 
Shot’s long-time association with the 
bowhunting celebrity. Of course, this bowhunting celebrity. Of course, this 
Hot Shot model is a technological 

The Tempest from Hot Shot carries all the 
same attributes as the Stan Potts model 
but without the signature and dual-hue 
color scheme. It’s o� ered in three and four 
� nger models as well.

18

Author Meitin used Hot Shot’s Eclipse four � nger T-handle in 
conjunction with a string loop and his Hoyt bow to take this 
Idaho bull elk; the release’s accuracy potential was wasted on 
the 7 yard shot.

Titanium-Diamond Nitride treatment. Fletcher Archery has been producing Fletcher Archery has been producing 

The Tempest from Hot Shot carries all the 

color scheme. It’s o� ered in three and four 

Bowhunting celebrity and whitetail guru 
Stan Potts has maintained a longstanding 
relationship with Hot Shot releases. The 
four � nger Stan Potts Signature continues 
that relationship, with a smoother, high-
tech design.

Author Meitin used Hot Shot’s Eclipse four � nger T-handle in 

Idaho bull elk; the release’s accuracy potential was wasted on 
Bowhunting encounters with trophy game can be tension � lled, 

resulting in accuracy-robbing trigger punching. T-Handle release 
models make this common shooting ailment less prevalent.
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ergonomic � nger cradles for maximum 
comfort and control, o� ered at an 
a� ordable price for this level of quality. 
� e Jimi T comes with your customers’ 
choice of basic stainless thumb-trigger 
pin, with an attached, knurled trig-
ger sleeve that slides over and secures 

ergonomic � nger cradles for maximum 
comfort and control, o� ered at an 
a� ordable price for this level of quality. 
� e Jimi T comes with your customers’ 
choice of basic stainless thumb-trigger 
pin, with an attached, knurled trig-
ger sleeve that slides over and secures 

to this pin with a 
set screw or with a 
knurled thumb thim-
ble, which can be 
adjusted for position 
(the option I prefer 
for “back-tension” 
activation). � ey are 
“camo” anodized 
in black-on-blue or 
pewter-on-bronze 
color schemes.    

� e Jimi T was 
the model that ini-
tially sparked my 
interest in T-handle 
releases. I had an 
ultra-short bow I was supposed to be 
reviewing for a magazine and friends 
had invited me on a summertime frog 

hunt. Shooting 
bullfrogs is a 
wet and muddy 
a� air – pinned, 
struggling frogs 
or those swim-
ming away with 
an arrow requir-
ing immediate 

ultra-short bow I was supposed to be 
reviewing for a magazine and friends 
had invited me on a summertime frog 

hunt. Shooting 
bullfrogs is a 
wet and muddy 
a� air – pinned, 
struggling frogs 
or those swim-
ming away with 
an arrow requir-
ing immediate 

action, normally meaning tossing your 
bow and jumping right in to grapple 
with both hands. I knew wearing my 
favorite wrist-mounted, index-� nger 
release would result in potential rust 
at best and clogging mud at worst. I 
drilled a hole in a corner of the Jimi T 
I’d been highlighting in an article about 
target panic, adding a parachute-cord 
lanyard to wear around my neck. What 
struck me that day was how many chal-
lenging frogs I bull’s-eyed without the 

� e Jimi T was 
the model that ini-
tially sparked my 
interest in T-handle 
releases. I had an 
ultra-short bow I was supposed to be ultra-short bow I was supposed to be action, normally meaning tossing your action, normally meaning tossing your 

In run-and-gun, spot-and-stalk hunting, author Patrick 
Meitin generally prefers a serving-direct hookup, allowing 
faster, more positive release attachment when faced with 
� eeting shot opportunities.

Scott is a brand well 
respected by many serious 
bowhunters and the all-new 
Exxus includes a precise 
muti-sear mechanism for an 
incredibly smooth cut-away 
from a single-jaw design.
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slightest twinges of trigger punching 
ails, which I’d been � ghting mightily 
before that day. � is past fall, I used 
the same Jimi T to � awlessly execute 
stressful shots on two trophy whitetails. 
� e Jimi T is as useful for serving-direct 
hookup as it is with string-loops.       

Scott Archery Manufacturing/
CBE (www.scottarchery.com; 866-224-
6351)   

slightest twinges of trigger punching 
ails, which I’d been � ghting mightily 
before that day. � is past fall, I used 
the same Jimi T to � awlessly execute 
stressful shots on two trophy whitetails. 
� e Jimi T is as useful for serving-direct 

Scott Archery Manufacturing/
 (www.scottarchery.com; 866-224-

Scott Archery is a name trusted by 
some of the biggest names in bowhunt-
ing, the company’s index-� nger releas-
es being some of the most popular in 
all of archery. Scott brings that release-
design know-how to the T-handle 
arena this year, the all-new Exxus 
(MSRP $230) being the company’s � rst 
thumb-activated release. It’s built on 
Scott’s Longhorn Series of back-ten-
sion releases, allowing easy transition 
from one to the other between tour-
nament (or shooting-form training) 
and bowhunting seasons. At the base 
of the Exxus is a three � nger, milled-
aluminum handle sculpted to make 
hand/� nger positioning less critical 
and shooting less sensitive to incon-
sistent anchoring positions. � e Exxus’ 
tapered, radius handle design o� ers 
a positive feel and ultimate comfort 
while maximizing shooting form. 

� e carefully-engineered Muti-
Sear internal mechanism provides an 
incredibly crisp feel; the release also 
includes sound-dampening technol-
ogy to assure quiet operation in criti-
cal bowhunting settings. � e single-jaw 
design is cocked and locked before 

Scott Archery is a name trusted by 
some of the biggest names in bowhunt-
ing, the company’s index-� nger releas-
es being some of the most popular in 
all of archery. Scott brings that release-
design know-how to the T-handle 
arena this year, the all-new Exxus 
(MSRP $230) being the company’s � rst 
thumb-activated release. It’s built on 
Scott’s Longhorn Series of back-ten-
sion releases, allowing easy transition 
from one to the other between tour-
nament (or shooting-form training) 
and bowhunting seasons. At the base 
of the Exxus is a three � nger, milled-
aluminum handle sculpted to make 
hand/� nger positioning less critical 
and shooting less sensitive to incon-
sistent anchoring positions. � e Exxus’ 
tapered, radius handle design o� ers 
a positive feel and ultimate comfort 

� e carefully-engineered Muti-
Sear internal mechanism provides an 
incredibly crisp feel; the release also 
includes sound-dampening technol-
ogy to assure quiet operation in criti-
cal bowhunting settings. � e single-jaw 
design is cocked and locked before 

each shot and is most compatible with 
today’s string-loop systems. � e release 
includes a full range of adjustability, 
including trigger tension and travel, 
plus a quickly-interchangeable spring 
system, a pivoting trigger arm and out-
side 90 degree rotational movement 
on the wide, knurled trigger barrel. All 
internal parts are milled from 440C 
stainless steel treated with an anti-
wear, anti-friction titanium coating for 
smoother operation and longer life. 
� ey’re o� ered with a Realtree AP � n-
ish or in black and red.       

Spot-Hogg (www.spot-hogg.com; 
888-302-7768)    

Spot-Hogg’s name is synonymous 
with dead-nuts accuracy. � e com-
pany’s Whipper Snapper (MSRP $140 
for three � nger; $150 for four � nger) 
T-handle release follows that bent, 
featuring an ergonomically-designed 
handle that � ts well in the hand to help 
encourage � awless shot execution. � e 
unique, contoured lines were designed 
to promote comfort during long shoot-
ing sessions; its slender design is eas-
ily positioned for each shot to assure 

The Whipper Snapper from Spot-Hogg is 
available in three or four � nger versions, 
a design o� ering one of the smoothest, 
fastest trigger cut-aways in the business 
and in� nite trigger-tension adjustments 
without changing springs. 
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consistent anchoring and accuracy. 
Proprietary materials and design give 
the Whipper Snapper one of the fastest, 
smoothest trigger breaks in its class. 
It includes single-screw adjustability 
for both trigger tension and travel, the 
solid design meaning once the perfect 
setting is dialed in, it won’t change 
through use or wear, even after years 
of shooting. � e trigger barrel is highly 
adjustable for customized � t, including 
two di� erent post positions secured 
with an o� set setscrew. � e spring-
loaded jaw includes automatic return 
controlled through the thumb trigger, 
fully capturing the string loop (which 
Spot-Hogg recommends for this 
model) after deployment. � e release 
is also wrist-strap compatible.    

� e Whipper Snapper is available 
with open/hook-style or closed/wrap-
around jaws, both designed to work in 
harmony with string loops, while an 
auto reload feature gives quicker hook-
ups. � ey’re � nished in hard-anodized 
black and in either three or four � nger 
versions and a wrist strap can be added 
to both as an add-on accessory.     

Spot-Hogg’s black Saturday Night 
Special and grey-anodized Friday 
Night Special (MSRP $136 each) three-
� nger releases are essentially the 
same design, the Saturday including 
a closed-jaw design to fully capture 
the string loop and allow a shooter 
to leave it hanging while sitting and 

with open/hook-style or closed/wrap-
around jaws, both designed to work in 
harmony with string loops, while an 
auto reload feature gives quicker hook-
ups. � ey’re � nished in hard-anodized 
black and in either three or four � nger 
versions and a wrist strap can be added 

Spot-Hogg’s black Saturday Night 
Special and grey-anodized Friday 
Night Special (MSRP $136 each) three-
� nger releases are essentially the 
same design, the Saturday including 
a closed-jaw design to fully capture 
the string loop and allow a shooter 
to leave it hanging while sitting and 

the Friday having an open-face hook 
design for quicker D-loop attachment 
for bowhunters on the move. Both 
include trigger sensitivity adjustment 
that can be set for hair trigger, the 
unique design providing safety against 
mis� res even on its lightest setting. 
� e T-handle frame includes a short 
neck to give customers added power 
stroke and speed without modifying 
shooting form. Best of all, precision 
craftsmanship means once trigger ten-
sion is set, it absolutely will not change 
unless it is readjusted. Each includes a 
smooth, contoured handle for assured 
comfort. Spot-Hogg says both are best 
used in conjunction with D-loops or 

the Friday having an open-face hook 
design for quicker D-loop attachment 
for bowhunters on the move. Both 
include trigger sensitivity adjustment 
that can be set for hair trigger, the 
unique design providing safety against 
mis� res even on its lightest setting. 
� e T-handle frame includes a short 
neck to give customers added power 
stroke and speed without modifying 
shooting form. Best of all, precision 
craftsmanship means once trigger ten-
sion is set, it absolutely will not change 
unless it is readjusted. Each includes a 
smooth, contoured handle for assured 
comfort. Spot-Hogg says both are best 
used in conjunction with D-loops or 

string loops, the spring-loaded, auto-
matic jaw return making loading faster 
and jaws opening only after depressing 
the large, knurled barrel and then clos-
ing when released.             

T.R.U. Ball Archery (www.truball.
com; 434-929-2800)   

T.R.U. (Tomorrow’s Resources 
Unlimited) Ball is a name trusted by 
some of the biggest names in archery, 
with T.R.U. Ball-sponsored tournament 
shooters winning the World Archery 
Festival four years in a row and recently 
taking � rst through third in Las Vegas’ 
competitive compound class, among 
many others. Bowhunting celebrities 
such as Tom Miranda and Michael 
Waddell and crew choose T.R.U. Ball 
as their release of choice. T.R.U. Ball 
currently o� ers 10 target-style, thumb-
activated releases; some of these, 
such as the Incredible, the Champ, 
the Absolute � ree-Sixty, the BossX 
and the ST360X, are certainly suited to 
bowhunting but releases in the Hunter 
Series are likely to be most popular with 
those who care more about living � esh 
than paper or foam. All Hunter Series 
releases include spring-loaded, dual-
caliper jaws that open when the thumb 
trigger is depressed and close when 
released, allowing complete compat-
ibility with a serving-direct hook-up or 
D/string-loop. Naturally, the bodies are 
machined from top-quality aluminum.     

� e Max Pro 4 and Max Hunter 3 
are the newest additions to the Hunter 

P O W E R E D  B Y

THE

DEADLIEST
COMBINATION

Active ingredients
Activated Carbon
Treated Carbon
Zeolite

Percent of increase of 
adsorptive ingredients 
(Based on weight per linear yard)

To watch the Carbon Alloy technology 
video, scan the QR code at right

The treated carbon in Carbon Alloy™ 
can adsorb hydrogen sulfide, a strong 
breath odor, by up to 300% more than 
carbon alone
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loaded jaw includes automatic return 
controlled through the thumb trigger, 
fully capturing the string loop (which 
Spot-Hogg recommends for this 
model) after deployment. � e release 

� e Whipper Snapper is available 
with open/hook-style or closed/wrap-

� e Whipper Snapper is available 
with open/hook-style or closed/wrap-

The three � nger Friday Night Special from 
Spot-Hogg includes an open-jaw or hook 
design, generally best when shooting a 
string loop. The release o� ers super-pre-
cise adjustments and smooth action.

22

T.R.U. Ball’s Max Hunter 3 three � nger 
T-handle release includes not only a 
360-degree swiveling head but a push-
forward trigger mechanism, making trig-
ger punching more di�  cult. It is o� ered 
in black or spatter camou� age or in this 
dealer-only Mossy Oak pattern.

the Friday having an open-face hook the Friday having an open-face hook string loops, the spring-loaded, auto-string loops, the spring-loaded, auto-

The three � nger Friday Night Special from Spot-Hogg’s Saturday Night Special 
includes an incredibly smooth and highly 
adjustable closed-jaw mechanism made 
to clip onto a string loop, locking in place 
safely and staying ready for grab-and-
shoot opportunities.

released, allowing complete compat-
ibility with a serving-direct hook-up or 
D/string-loop. Naturally, the bodies are 
machined from top-quality aluminum.     

are the newest additions to the Hunter 

The four � nger Max Pro 4 from T.R.U. Ball 
includes dual-caliper jaws and a highly-
adjustable pull-back thumb trigger bar-
rel. Like other Hunter Series releases, it 
includes a 360-degree pivoting head.
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Series. � e Max Pro 4 (MSRP $110 
to $120) is a four � nger, contoured 
T-handle. � e design includes silent 
loading and super-compact, 360-degree 
rotating head/jaws for torque-free 
shooting, while also maximizing draw 
length for faster arrow speeds. Trigger 
tension is easily adjusted for sensitivity 
through a single screw. � is economi-
cally-priced hand-held includes a pull-
style barrel thumb trigger, which can 
be adjusted to multiple positions for 
the greatest shooting comfort. � e Max 
Hunter 3 (MSRP $90 to $100) includes 

Series. � e Max Pro 4 (MSRP $110 
to $120) is a four � nger, contoured 
T-handle. � e design includes silent 
loading and super-compact, 360-degree 
rotating head/jaws for torque-free 
shooting, while also maximizing draw 
length for faster arrow speeds. Trigger 
tension is easily adjusted for sensitivity 
through a single screw. � is economi-
cally-priced hand-held includes a pull-
style barrel thumb trigger, which can 
be adjusted to multiple positions for 
the greatest shooting comfort. � e Max 
Hunter 3 (MSRP $90 to $100) includes 

the same silent-loading characteristics: 
compact, 360-degree swiveling head/
dual jaws that maximize draw length 
and the trigger adjustability of the Max 
Pro 4 but in a more compact three � n-
ger model activated by a push-forward 
thumb trigger. Both are o� ered stan-
dard in anodized black or spatter camo 
or � lm-dipped in Mossy Oak camou-
� age as a dealer-only item.   

� e Pro Diamond ($100 to $110) 
four-� nger T-handle also includes a 
360-degree swiveling head and trigger-
tension � ne adjustments. � e release 
gets its name from a diamond-pro� le 
thumb trigger, which can be pivoted 
and locked into a great number of atti-
tudes for preferred shooting needs 
and equipment styles. � is release 
also allows the addition of a strap or 
lanyard for added security. � e Pro 
Diamond Xtreme (MSRP $110 to $120) 
is essentially the same in every way 
but includes 7/16-inch shorter head/
jaws to help “kinetically challenged” 
bowhunters maximize draw length and 
gain a little arrow speed.    

the same silent-loading characteristics: 
compact, 360-degree swiveling head/
dual jaws that maximize draw length 
and the trigger adjustability of the Max 
Pro 4 but in a more compact three � n-
ger model activated by a push-forward 
thumb trigger. Both are o� ered stan-
dard in anodized black or spatter camo 
or � lm-dipped in Mossy Oak camou-

� e Pro Diamond ($100 to $110) 
four-� nger T-handle also includes a 
360-degree swiveling head and trigger-
tension � ne adjustments. � e release 
gets its name from a diamond-pro� le 
thumb trigger, which can be pivoted 
and locked into a great number of atti-
tudes for preferred shooting needs 
and equipment styles. � is release 
also allows the addition of a strap or 
lanyard for added security. � e Pro 
Diamond Xtreme (MSRP $110 to $120) 
is essentially the same in every way 
but includes 7/16-inch shorter head/
jaws to help “kinetically challenged” 
bowhunters maximize draw length and 

Finally, the T-Handle � umb ($80 
to $85) uses a push-forward trigger 
design that helps many archers over-
come target panic and trigger-punch-
ing problems, all wrapped around a 
three-� nger design with 360-degree 
rotating head and strap or lanyard 
adaptable.    

Tru-Fire Corporation (www.tru-
� re.com; 920-923-6866)    

Tru-Fire is one of the world’s most 
proli� c release manufacturers, o� ering 
one of the widest arrays of American-
made bowhunting release options 
around and dedicated to improving 
products annually through meticu-
lous research and development. For 
example, the metal parts used in every 
Tru-Fire release mechanism are treat-
ed to the same hardness, eliminating 
part-on-part wear and assuring years of 
trouble-free service. Also, during new 
product development, Tru-Fire sub-
jects its releases to insanely punish-

ing testing, cycling them 20,000 
times at 200 pounds of pressure 
and assuring customers Tru-
Fire products won’t fail when 
they need them most. All Tru-
Fire releases include a Limited 
Lifetime Warranty against man-
ufacturing defects.   

� e big news for 2013 is 
the all-new Hardcore 4 Finger 
(MSRP $140), a T-handle utiliz-
ing design features made pop-
ular through Hardcore wrist 

Series. � e Max Pro 4 (MSRP $110 Series. � e Max Pro 4 (MSRP $110 
the same silent-loading characteristics: 
compact, 360-degree swiveling head/

The three � nger T-Handle Thumb from 
T.R.U. Ball includes a push-forward thumb 
trigger that helps some shooters eliminate 
trigger punching and target-panic woes. 
It’s o� ered in black or in camo anodizing.
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Tru-Fire took the proven and popular 
Hardcore wrist design and introduced it in 
a T-handle version. The open-hook design 
allows for faster string-loop hookup. The 
detachable guard  (in use at right) holds 
the release on the string loop while wait-
ing and is removable when not needed. It 
includes a detachable wrist lanyard and 
has a camo or carbon � nish.

the same silent-loading characteristics: 
compact, 360-degree swiveling head/
dual jaws that maximize draw length Finally, the T-Handle � umb ($80 

The T.R.U. Ball four � nger Pro Diamond 
Xtreme mirrors the Pro Diamond in func-
tion and design but includes a shorter 
head and jaws to give short-draw bow-
hunters extra power stroke and faster 
arrow speeds or to compensate for the 
draw length lost by using a string loop.the same silent-loading characteristics: the same silent-loading characteristics: the same silent-loading characteristics: the same silent-loading characteristics: 

T.R.U. Ball includes a push-forward thumb 
trigger that helps some shooters eliminate trigger that helps some shooters eliminate 

the same silent-loading characteristics: the same silent-loading characteristics: 

Xtreme mirrors the Pro Diamond in func-
tion and design but includes a shorter 
head and jaws to give short-draw bow-head and jaws to give short-draw bow-
hunters extra power stroke and faster 
arrow speeds or to compensate for the 
draw length lost by using a string loop.draw length lost by using a string loop.

T.R.U. Ball’s Pro Diamond release is a four 
� nger T-handle with spring-loaded, dual-
caliper jaws; a 360-degree pivoting head 
and a multi-position, diamond-pro� le 
thumb trigger. The release is o� ered in 
anodized black or camo.
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models, including a self-centering, 
open-hook head design guaranteed 
not to slip o�  string loops; a silent, 
auto-closing jaw and zero trigger travel. 
� ree-position pin adjustment allows 
the setting of triggering pressure for 
6, 24 or 50 ounces without changing 
springs. Tru-Fire’s Loop Retainer clip 

models, including a self-centering, 
open-hook head design guaranteed 
not to slip o�  string loops; a silent, 
auto-closing jaw and zero trigger travel. 
� ree-position pin adjustment allows 
the setting of triggering pressure for 
6, 24 or 50 ounces without changing 
springs. Tru-Fire’s Loop Retainer clip 

anchors onto the handle in seconds, 
allowing customers to leave the release 
attached to a string loop while hunt-
ing, combining the advantages of a 
quick-loading, open-hook jaw design 
with the security of caliper jaws. � is 
feature alone is intriguing enough that 
I’ve ordered a Hardcore 4 Finger for the 

anchors onto the handle in seconds, 
allowing customers to leave the release 
attached to a string loop while hunt-
ing, combining the advantages of a 
quick-loading, open-hook jaw design 
with the security of caliper jaws. � is 
feature alone is intriguing enough that 
I’ve ordered a Hardcore 4 Finger for the 

coming season. � e release includes 
an adjustable wrist lanyard to prevent 
loss and to keep it handy (it can be 
removed if desired) and comes with an 
appealing carbon � nish or wrapped in 
Realtree camou� age.     

� e Tru-Fire Edge 4 Finger (MSRP 
$105) is a streamlined, handheld model 
designed for both bowhunting and 
tournament shooting. � is four � nger 
model uses the company’s award-win-
ning Edge head seamlessly added to 
a super-sleek, CNC-machined alumi-
num handle with a “half-moon” thumb 
knob. � e Edge’s design includes 
dual micro-caliper jaws smaller than 
a dime, spring loaded to open only 
when the trigger is depressed and then 
closing automatically when released. 
� e linear-motion bearing mechanism 
assures super-smooth break-away. � e 
ergonomic styling assures hours of 
shooting comfort wrapped around a 
positive shooting platform. � e release 
boasts a super-smooth, 360-degreee 
head rotation allowing any hand posi-
tion the shooter � nds most comfort-
able without introducing string or loop 
torque. � e head can also be locked 

models, including a self-centering, models, including a self-centering, anchors onto the handle in seconds, anchors onto the handle in seconds, anchors onto the handle in seconds, 

T-handle releases with closed jaws o� er the advantage when sitting in a treestand or 
clipping the release on a string loop and leaving it dangling  for quick action, allowing 
you to draw without taking eyes o�  the action.
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into any position desired and the trig-
ger is fully adjustable for travel. � is 
release comes anodized in either cam-
ou� age or black � nishes.    

� e 3D Hunter 4 Finger (MSRP 
$85) from Tru-Fire is another T-handle 
option providing bowhunters with an 
a� ordable release that has American 
engineering and materials plus target-
like accuracy potential. � e body is 
CNC-machined from solid aluminum 

ger is fully adjustable for travel. � is 
release comes anodized in either cam-

� e 3D Hunter 4 Finger (MSRP 
$85) from Tru-Fire is another T-handle 
option providing bowhunters with an 
a� ordable release that has American 
engineering and materials plus target-
like accuracy potential. � e body is 
CNC-machined from solid aluminum 

to create comfortable ergonomics and 
long-lasting durability. � e aluminum 
head rotates 360 degrees but can be 
locked into any desired position by 
engaging the setscrew located on the 
handle. � e solid-steel jaws are heat 
treated before being coated in dura-
ble Te� on to produce a remarkably 
smooth release directly o�  the serving 
or from string loops. � e adjustable 
trigger knob allows positioning for a 

treated before being coated in dura-
ble Te� on to produce a remarkably 
smooth release directly o�  the serving 
or from string loops. � e adjustable 
trigger knob allows positioning for a 

customized � t. � e spring-loaded jaws 
open only while depressing the trigger, 
locking on the serving or loop when 
the trigger is released, a design allow-
ing ultimate silence. � e 3D Hunter is 
o� ered in black or camou� age.    

Summary
Index-� nger releases will no doubt 

remain most popular for the foresee-
able future but for customers su� ering 
from chronic trigger punching, espe-
cially that caused by debilitating target 
panic, a thumb-activated T-handle is 
an obvious answer. For others, such 
as those who take summer 3-D tour-
naments as seriously as bowhunt-
ing, hand-held releases made espe-
cially for bowhunting o� er customers 
a single option, serving them during 
year-round shooting while o� ering the 
best possible accuracy potential of any 
release option currently available. In 
whitetail/treestand country, clipping 
a T-handle to a string loop and leaving 
it hanging ready for action couldn’t be 
any more convenient. Stock a hand-
ful of T-handles. Allow customers to 
give them a spin on indoor shooting 
lanes. I’m betting given this opportuni-
ty, thumb-activated, T-handle releases 
will practically sell themselves.                

CONFIDENCE MATTERS. CONFIDENCE IN YOUR SKILLS AND YOUR EQUIPMENT IS KEY TO YOUR  
SUCCESS IN THE FIELD. IN 2012, THE KILLZONE® PROVED TO DELIVER EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE 
ON A WIDE VARIETY OF GAME. FOR 2013, NAP HAS EXPANDED THE KILLZONE BROADHEAD LINE TO 
INCLUDE 3 NEW MODELS . 

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT WWW.NEWARCHERY .COM .
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NEW KILLZONE LOW KE  

1-3/4” cutting diameter  |  100grs. 

into any position desired and the trig-

Tru-Fire’s Edge 4 Finger release includes 
a dual-caliper head that opens when the 
thumb trigger is depressed and closes 
when released, allowing quick hookup 
with either serving-direct or string-loop 
approaches.

long-lasting durability. � e aluminum 
head rotates 360 degrees but can be 
locked into any desired position by 
engaging the setscrew located on the 
handle. � e solid-steel jaws are heat 
treated before being coated in dura-treated before being coated in dura-
ble Te� on to produce a remarkably 

Serving-direct hookup generally maxi-
mizes draw length and provides the sim-
plest approach and setup possible. An 
eliminator button below the arrow mini-
mizes nock pinch and potential arrow dis-
lodging after let-down.

into any position desired and the trig-into any position desired and the trig- to create comfortable ergonomics and to create comfortable ergonomics and into any position desired and the trig-into any position desired and the trig- to create comfortable ergonomics and 

The 3D Hunter 4 Finger from Tru-Fire 
o� ers one of the most a� ordable thumb-
activated, T-handle options in archery. It 
includes spring-loaded dual calipers for 
fast loading and silent operation.

Whatever you’re looking for in a bowstring material, 
BCY has a product tailored to your needs. See our 
catalog or visit our web site: www.bcyfibers.com

Rely on BCY...Rely on BCY...
Bowstring material with 
Safety, Stability, Speed, 
Durability

Bowstring material with 
Safety, Stability, Speed, 
Durability

Bowstring material with 
Safety, Stability, Speed, 
Durability

Trophy - An improved 452X 
with better abrasion resistance

8125G - For higher arrow speed on compounds and the 
preferred bowstring for recurve shooters

452X - Preferred by top 
compound archers and most 
major bow manufacturers 
wor ld-wide for complete 
stability and accuracy

697 Middle Street 
Middletown, CT 
06457 USA
Phone: 
860-632-7115 
Fax: 
860-632-5775
e-mail: 
bcyray@msn.com

Rely
on

See our web site for our full range of bowstring and serving materials, or contact us for a catalog.

BCY IntroduCes:
8190 UNIVERSAL 
the toughest BowstrIng 
MaterIal ever Made.  
Suitable for Compound and 
Recurve bows.  Made from 
SK90, the toughest and lowest 
creep Dyneema ever made.
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1-3/4” cutting diameter  |  100grs. 
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